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https://www.themorningcore.com/
Happy Soul Train Friday! https://bit.ly/3sQjGrZ Pushups with boxing gloves into a dance move? Now that is
creativity!!
US Futures-World Markets: I guess Fed Chairman Powell isn’t a fan of Chubby Checker (obligatory American
Bandstand clip https://bit.ly/2PCnA9B ). No ‘Twist’ in sight or Fed suppression of long-term yields. To put
things into perspective, 10-year yields are the same place they were 12 months ago. Powell is fine with
higher longer-term interest rates and will monitor the situation. Wake him up when we’re closer to 2%. We
saw the Nasdaq’s worst 3-day performance in six months and it is very close to correction territory (-9.7%
since Feb. 12 and -3% YTD). Pullbacks happen, especially in the crowded trades I’ve previously mentioned
(Tesla, Ark Funds, SPAC’s, EVs, big-cap tech stocks, etc.). Don’t lose sight of the other trades working. Energy
(XLE) is +34% YTD. Banks (KRE) are +26% YTD. Even Ford is +35% YTD, so let’s put this selloff and rotation in
the proper context. The monthly jobs report is due at 8:30 am ET. Oil is higher after OPEC and Russia kept
most of their production cuts in place. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +6.10, 10-Yr Yield: 1.549%.
CORE Headlines:
 Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) expects the stimulus bill to pass this weekend after
several amendments. The bill omitted the $15 minimum wage, added a new healthcare subsidy, and
adjusted eligibility requirements for stimulus checks. House will need to vote on revised bill next
week.-Bloomberg
 Senate considering $30 bln funding bill for semiconductor sector.-Reuters
 Shutterfly mulling public listing through SPAC merger.-WSJ
 China sets a target for FY21 GDP at above 6%.-CNBC (Who believes their numbers anyway?)
 Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell reaffirmed his intention of keeping easy-money policies in
place until the labor market improves much further, but provided no sign the central bank will seek to
stem a recent rise in Treasury yields.-WSJ
 The Biden administration’s plan to raise the cap on refugee entry into the US is off to a rocky start,
with the State Department canceling the flights of more than 250 refugees scheduled to arrive over
the past two weeks.-WSJ
 Large accounting firms such as PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG, and Ernst & Young are partnering
with universities to craft their accounting and management programs to make sure graduates get the
needed skills.-WSJ
 A WHO team investigating the origins of Covid-19 is planning to scrap an interim report on its recent
mission to China amid mounting tensions between Beijing and Washington over the investigation and
an appeal from other scientists for a new probe.-WSJ (WHO is a joke)
 Some scientists who believe the coronavirus could have originated from a lab leak or accident are
calling for an inquiry independent of the WHO team of independent experts sent to China last month.NYT
 Medical experts say many people are eager to get the JNJ coronavirus vaccine because they want the
convenience of a single shot, and public health officials believe it will help speed up distribution,
especially in vulnerable communities.-NYT
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“OPEC and Russia decided against unleashing a flood of crude on to the market after Saudi Arabia
urged fellow oil producers to ‘keep our powder dry’ in the face of persistent uncertainty linked to the
pandemic.-FT
Beleaguered no-fee trading app Robinhood is enlisting chief operating officer Jim Swartwout to quell
backlash over its response to the “Reddit rally,” and he has vowed to “demystify” the company’s
controversial practice of selling order flow to Wall Street.-NYP (Selling order flow isn’t the issue.
Having enough capital to allow your customers to trade is the real problem.)
Instacart mulls direct listing in snub to IPOs.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 City-Journal: A new crime wave in NYC and what to do about it http://bit.ly/3bhY8ic
 WaPost: Media machine headlines didn’t age well http://wapo.st/2OnRUnA (Will the woke crowd
cancel Rolling Stone or other publications? I doubt it.)
 The Ringer: The legacy of Dave Chapelle’s Block Party http://bit.ly/3rj7UpO
All charts from The Daily Shot:
Jerome Powell’s comments on Thursday were dovish as usual. However, traders wanted to hear
about how the Fed may address rising bond yields. In particular, there has been talk about the central
bank shifting its bond purchases to longer maturities. The market didn’t get its wish, sending bond
yields higher.

Source: @lisaabramowicz1

• The 10yr yield is now at pre-pandemic levels.
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The market is now pricing in a full 25 bps hike by early 2023, with a substantial probability of liftoff
next year.
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Here are some Treasury yield estimates for this year.

Source: III Capital Management
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The Nasdaq 100 underperformance keeps widening.

The growth-value rotation continues, …
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Energy-sector high-yield spreads hit the lowest level since 2018 as oil prices climb.

Initial jobless claims rose last week, with Texas accounting for over half the increase (due to the deep
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freeze).

Source: Oxford Economics
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When will the saving rate return to more typical levels?

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML

Gold remains under pressure as yields and the dollar move higher. (Wouldn’t this rally if inflation was here?)
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Source: barchart.com

Zoom users:

Source: Jack Ablin, Cresset Wealth Advisors

US federal government’s non-discretionary spending: (Everyone talks about raising taxes and the
wealthy paying their “fair share”. Politicians have no interest in doing the heavy lifting of cutting
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spending.)

Source: BCA Research

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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